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I have been employed as a full-time
graphic designer and web integrator since
2000. During this time, I spent seven years
in an agency where I worked in a great
variety of design projects.
My passion, the Web, has always been
part of my life and career. I have designed
and maintained several important
corporate sites.
I’m also known for my illustrations and
comic books.
I’m open-minded, resourceful and eager
to be in an environment where I can be
challenged and learn new skills.

Experience

Skills

Graphic Designer
GLOBAL Communication
1997-2007

Photoshop

During my stay in GLOBAL I produced
several corporate newsletters, designed
many advertisements (small and largescale) and also produced numerous
corporate videos and multimedia
presentations. Most of these were
screened during special events during
which one of my roles was to ensure that
the event unfolded seamlessly.
I was also responsible for creating and
maintaining websites.

HTML/CSS

Some clients
Bombardier, Cascades, Domtar, Tembec.
Notable achievements
Carbon market video for Montreal
Exchange. I was in charge of directing
and editing the video. It won Gold in the
LACP Spotlight Awards in 2006
Web Designer, Integrator
CGI
2008-present
Since I joined CGI, I’ve been working
primarely on web projects. In recent years,
my main interest has been Responsive
Web Design. I’ve designed multiple
professional web applications for clients
such as Bell and Manulife. My main
responsibilites include creating
wireframes, creatives and static
prototypes.
Some clients
Bell, BNC, Charter, Manulife.
Notable achievements
My latest project was designing two
buyflows (residential and business) for
a large american telecom. I built the
wireframes, the creatives in close
collaboration with the marketing
department. I was also in charge of a
small team who created the HTML pages.

Illustrator

LESS
Wireframes
Responsive Web Design
Accessibility
Ergonomics

Education

DEC in Graphic Design at CVM
Besides reading a lot to keep up to date,
I also followed several small classes and
seminars.

Interests

Besides drawing and painting, I’m a huge
comic and movie geek and love 80’s toys. I
also love nature and science.

